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Hello, world

● I’m in charge of information security at First Look Media, 
including The Intercept

● I’ve been working in source protection, secure communication, 
and journalist security since Edward Snowden

● I’m also an open source software developer, and accidentally a 
journalist



U.S. Government Leak Cases Under Trump, So Far
Whistleblower Arrested Employer Newsroom

Reality Winner June 2017 NSA contractor The Intercept

Terry Albury October 2018 FBI Special Agent The Intercept

James Wolfe June 2018 Senate Intel Committee Buzzfeed, New York Times

Joshua Schulte June 2018 CIA software developer WikiLeaks

Natalie Mayflower 
Sours Edwards

October 2018 Treasury Department, Financial 
Crimes Division

Buzzfeed

John Fry February 2019 Internal Revenue Service New Yorker

Daniel Hale May 2019 National Geospatial-Intelligence 
Agency, drone program

The Intercept

Henry Kyle Frese October 2019 US Defense Intelligence Agency CNBC, NBC News



Deciding to blow the whistle
Whistleblowers are ordinary people who

● Carry a smartphone, and back it up to the cloud
● Talk to people by calling them on the phone, sending text messages
● Talk politics on Facebook, use Gmail, search Google while logged in
● Don’t think about their browser history

At work, they see something disturbing, so they

● Talk to friends or coworkers
● Search government databases for more info, print documents they find
● Look up tips pages for newsrooms, research Tor Browser, burner phones, etc.



Starting a leak investigation
The government learns about a leak

● News articles were published that reference secret documents
● Journalists reach out to government asking questions, requesting comment

FBI investigation starts by asking these questions

● “Who accessed any of these documents and when?”
● “Who printed any of these documents and when?”
● “Of these people, what’s in their email? Their chat history?”
● “What’s on their work computers? Browser history? Work phones?”



Data that FBI investigators start with
From employer-owned computers, phones, and restricted services or database that 
the whistleblower had access to:

● Access logs and search terms from restricted databases
● Logs of who printed what documents and when
● Files and logs from work devices, such as logs of when USBs get plugged in
● Surveillance cameras in the workplace
● Work email, messaging systems, or text messages on work phones

Based on this data, they create a list of suspects.



It’s not just work devices: everything else is under 
surveillance too
The business model of tech companies is to collect as much information on their 
users as possible, and they share this data when compelled. Using subpoenas or 
warrants, FBI can get:

● Personal emails
● Text messages
● Phone call metadata
● Smartphone backups
● Location data
● Files in Dropbox
● Facebook, Twitter DMs



It’s not just work computers and tech companies: 
your devices can get searched too
Once the FBI has enough evidence, they use it to get a search warrant to search 
the home, office, vehicle, and all devices of the suspect. This includes:

● Any Signal, WhatsApp messages that haven’t been deleted
● Browser histories
● App data stored on phones
● The fact that a suspect has a USB with Tails, or Tor Browser installed, or 

encrypted hard drives, is used against them



“I appreciate your concern for my safety, but I already know how this will end for 
me and I accept the risk.”

- Edward Snowden to Laura Poitras, in an encrypted email, from an anonymous 
email address not associated with his real identity that he only accessed over 
the Tor Network

“I don’t think there’s a case that I’m not going to be discovered in the fullness of 
time.”

- Edward Snowden from hotel room in Hong Kong, shortly before he publicly 
came forward as the source



Reality Winner

25 years old at the time

NSA contractor, decorated US Air Force 
veteran, CrossFit trainer, climate crisis 
activist

Charged under Espionage Act in 2017 
for leaking a top-secret NSA document 
to The Intercept that described Russian 
military hacking in the 2016 US 
election





The FBI sent court orders to tech companies:

● Facebook handed over info about her Facebook and Instagram accounts
● Google handed over metadata from two Gmail accounts
● Twitter handed over metadata from her account
● AT&T handed over metadata from her cell phone service

Then they raided her house

Reality Winner









The FBI sent search warrants to tech companies:

● Dropbox, demanding all her data including deleted files
● Google, demanding all her email, search history, location history, browsing 

activity, backups of her Android phone (from two Google accounts)

Reality Winner







Terry Albury

The only black FBI special agent in the 
Minneapolis field office

He “often observed or experienced racism 
and discrimination within the Bureau,” was 
disturbed by “systemic biases”

Charged under Espionage Act in 2018 for 
leaking secret documents, including how 
the FBI abuses informants, investigates 
monitories, and spies on journalists



● He was 1 of 16 people had accessed one of the 27 
documents published by the news organization

● FBI searched work computers of all 16 suspects, Albury 
had accessed “over two-thirds” of the documents

Terry Albury







James Wolfe

Director of Security for the US Senate 
Intelligence Committee

Accused of leaking documents to the 
media about a Russian spy recruiting 
Trump advisor Carter Page

Charged with lying to investigators (he 
told them he had not been in contact 
with journalists)









Joshua Schulte

CIA software developer

Charged under Espionage Act for 
leaking Vault 7 CIA hacking tools to 
WikiLeaks

Also accused of offenses related to child 
sexual abuse images, which were found 
on his computers during the leak 
investigation















Natalie Mayflower
Sours Edwards

Senior official with the US Treasury 
Department’s Financial Crimes 
Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

Accused of providing BuzzFeed with 
details about suspicious financial 
transactions involving Republican 
operatives, senior members of Trump’s 
campaign, and Russian officials and 
oligarchs







“Signal is designed to be privacy-preserving and collects as little 
information as possible. In addition to end-to-end encryption for every 
message, Signal does not have any record of a user’s contacts, the 
groups they are in, the titles or avatars of any group, or the profile names 
or avatars of users. Even GIF searches are protected. Most of the time, 
Signal’s new Sealed Sender technology means that we don’t even know 
who is messaging who. Every government request we’ve ever responded 
to is listed on our website along with our response, in which it’s possible to 
see that the data we’re capable of providing a third party is practically 
nothing.”

Moxie Marlinspike, Signal



WhatsApp spokesperson declined to comment, but pointed to this law 
enforcement FAQ that says WhatsApp “may collect, use, preserve, and 
share user information if we have a good-faith belief that it is reasonably 
necessary” to “respond to legal process, or to government requests.”

Facebook Transparency Report, US requests for user data, July - December 2018









John Fry

US Internal Revenue Service official 
accused of leaking details of suspicious 
financial transactions about Trump’s 
former lawyer Michael Cohen to a lawyer 
and Ronan Farrow, journalist at the New 
Yorker

This includes the $130,000 hush money 
payment to Stormy Daniels in exchange 
for silence about her affair with Trump













Daniel Hale

Drone warfare whistleblower, outspoken 
peace activist, member of About Face: 
Veterans Against the War

Spend 5 years working in the US drone 
program for NSA and other parts of the US 
military, deployed to Afghanistan, helped 
identify targets to be assassinated

Charged under Espionage Act in 2019 for 
leaking documents exposing the most 
detail ever made public about the US 
drone assassination program









On August 8, 2014, dozens of FBI agents raided Hale’s house 
with guns drawn and searched his computer and flash drives

Daniel Hale





Obama chose not to prosecute Hale. Five years later, Trump 
revived the case.

● In 2015, The Intercept published a series of detailed articles 
about the US’s drone assassination program

● In 2019 Trump administration charged Hale under the 
Espionage Act

Daniel Hale



Henry Kyle Frese

Counterterrorism analyst at the US 
Defense Intelligence Agency

Accused of providing Amanda Macias 
( journalist at CNBC) and Courtney Kube 
( journalist at NBC News) with information 
about a foreign country’s weapons 
systems

Charged under Espionage Act in 2019















● Everyone is under surveillance
○ The business model of tech giants is to collect as much data on their users 

as they possibly can
○ And they share this data with governments when compelled

● End-to-end encryption isn’t enough
○ Metadata can be as important as content
○ Encrypted messages a vulnerable to device searches

● We leave way too many traces by default, people often don’t even consider 
things like their browser history, or that Google saves their search terms

This can’t be solved with an app, or with journalists getting 
better at security -- it’s a society-wide problem

What can we learn from all of this?
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